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To all my friends, some pages from my diary
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Through the Lens into my Heart

I have just returned from an overland trip with

my husband, Alex, my 8-year old son, Benjamin

and my 70-year old uncle-in-law whose nick-

name is Uggle.  The boys got a head start by

driving through Namibia for 2 weeks and picked

me up at Victoria Falls, Livingstone, Zambia.

Their Namibian journey took them to the Fish

River Canyon, through to Twyfelfontein, onto

to Etosha and then the Caprivi strip.

When I flew into Livingstone I was met with 3

very bonded, unshaven (bar Ben), happy Hether-

ingtons.  Apart from the fact that Ben had caught

a tummy bug the night before, they seemed to be

in top form and I felt truly welcomed into the

travelling party.  There is so much to tell and so

many stories to share but I think the thing that I

want to share most is what great travelling com-

panions Ben, Alex and Uggle are.
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For an 8-year-old, Ben outdid himself with his

shining character.  He was never demanding he

engaged in the natural history and found the social

aspects of the journey truly interesting.  He held

his own, had his own opinions and became very

independent.  And it goes without saying, for

those of you who know him, his sense of humour

never failed to get huge amounts of laughter out

of us daily.  I feel so proud to be his mother…and

so proud to know a little boy who went on a 6-

week trip through 5 African countries.
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Alex was the perfect travelling mate…offering

solutions way before a problem became a

problem, always offering insight and great

conversation around the politics, environment

and animals we were surrounded by.  He never

stopped looking after all of us, encouraging

us when we needed it, filling our souls with his

sunny enthusiasm and passion for ALL things

African … and of course being the sexiest

overlander Africa has EVER seen.   It was such

an honour to witness his and Ben’s already strong

relationship become even stronger.
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It was equally an honour to be witness to

Alex’s relationship (mainly based on

ornithology, banter and map reading) with his

uncle.  It is really thanks to Uggle, who lives

in Scotland,  that we went on this trip.  As

one of the many adventurous ways to celebrate

his 70th birthday, he invited us to go with him

on a drive up to Nairobi.  Having spent some

time teaching in Kenya and being familiar

with natural wonders such as Mount Kenya

and the Mara…he had a longing to get his

Landie, which was based with us in Cape

Town, north of south.  I feel really lucky to

have spent time with such an interesting and

wonderful man.  Apart from his attempts at

teaching us latin he was great fun and VERY

daring when it came to being in close

proximity to wild beasts.

Here are some of the pages from my diary:
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Zambia – my impression of this landlocked

country is that it is filled with beautiful

people and the scenery is exceptional.  We

got stuck in Lusaka for 3 days due to a diesel

drought.  Normally, this would have been a

disaster, but fortune was on our side as we

made contact with a long lost Stubbs cousin

who has married a beautiful Bemba woman.

 So not only were we extremely well looked

after, but we also got first hand insight into

Lusaka life – both day and night.  It is quite

a rough city, but some of the suburbs are

very pleasant.  It is a typically modern

African capital city.
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Christmas Eve – December 24th 2004

South Luangwa National Park - Within the first 10 minutes of  the very first game

drive into Luangwa we had seen 3 lionesses and 2 cubs.  South Luangwa is

abundant with game and the bird life is rich especially after the rains.  Uggle and

I made a trip into the local village with one of the staff members of the camp to

meet some of the community members - went to a market, chatted to some very

interesting women, shopped in a small trading store etc.
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Christmas eve was completely magical…it is traditional for the

staff members and all the guests in the Luangwa valley to meet

on the bridge over the river to sing Christmas carols... there was

a mixture of Zambian traditional and Anglo traditional music

– the light filtered through small gaps between the dark thunder

clouds and after a few glasses of sparkling wine with beautiful

food, everyone was in full form! As the humidity, the cicadas

and oxygen from all the singing almost became too much,

lightening cracked on either side of us and enormous drops of

cool water settled the dust, forcing us to run for the open jeeps

and head back to our chalet. Because of the leaks in the kitchen

roof, I had to stand holding an umbrella with one hand, stirring

the gravy for our Christmas dinner with the other.

With our beautiful beaded wire mini Christmas tree that El

Leach sent up with us, a traditional Stubbs snowball from Mum

and steamed Christmas pud from Helen H, we felt full of spirit

(really we were, especially after the delicious bottle of vintage

red wine Ling and Bruce gave us). We drank to everyone's

health, sang some more carols very badly and went to sleep

listening to the hippos outside munching on the

fruit from the sausage trees!
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Malawi is dominated geographically by the Rift

Valley  - the lake being part of it.  At first sight

the countryside, the people in the villages and

the grass huts looks so perfect, and for the first

time ever I understood where Hollywood gets it’s

inspiration for stereotypical African scenery.  But

when you look further, and as you see deeper,

you realise how poor it is.  The people are warm

and handsome, but most of them are lucky if they

get half a fish and a handful of grain a day.  I

found it very hard to be a tourist in Malawi because

the gap between 1st and 3rd world seemed to be

so big.  Being in Malawi churned up feelings of

distaste at how colonial power seemed to have

pulled out of Africa, expecting to hold no

responsibility for plundering and re-arranging

traditional land and borders.  Also the false hope

that they could come to the continent, tame it and

exploit its people.  However the climate and

malaria stopped them from ever truly settling

there. After exploring a few places on the coast,

my hope for Malawi’s future was some how

restored slightly when we came across the

Bandawe Mission.



December 29th 2004

Historically, Bandawe Mission was established by Dr Laws (one of Livingstone's

missionaries). Because of heavy malaria, the white families moved to settle in

Livingstonia a little further north. What has been left behind is a fully operational

mission orphanage run by a Rev Chimwemwe Kayira and his wife, Grace. It is

on the edge of Lake Malawi, in a dense malaria and HIV area, so the kids are

badly hit. The orphanage has had a stop, start, stop beginning due to inconsistent

funds. The orphanage also has a girl-child programme. The teenager girls who
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come for refuge during their pregnancies help look after the little kids, make

clothes for them, teach them life skills etc. It is such a poor place, but the people

are  warm and kind - I was moved. On one hand it’s bleak, but on the other hand

the  hope that comes out of the situation shows the compassion and empathy that

people in poor communities can have. In spite of poverty, Bandawe villagers are

scraping together what food they can to feed the kids. The kids are all allocated

to families over the Christmas period and it is the locals who volunteer to help

out with management. A few of the kids attend the local school and the mission

has done everything they can to integrate these kids into the community...so they

don't end up feeling completely isolated by HIV and Aids. It is a great role model

for other homes to follow.
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December 31st 2004

After being on the hot, sticky coast line, we

decided to drive up to Nyika Plateau for a

refreshingly colder climate.  The road was nearly

undriveable after the rain, so we detoured to

Vwaza Marsh Reserve as a consolation prize.

The camp, which is made up of no more than 5

or 6 basic thatched mud huts, overlooks a lake

with nothing between you and the wildlife. There

were no other tourists except for 2 Dutch couples.

 We  thought as a New Years’ eve treat, we would

spend some dollars on a guided night drive – great

way to see the year out – plus it was just the four

of us, a game ranger and tracker.
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The game ranger, who introduced himself as

Vasco, came dressed in a Hawaiian shirt (don’t

think Eurocentric conservation is his calling).

 He whisked us around, missing all the

interesting things like a hippo grazing less

than 2 metres from the vehicle, and screeched

to a halt when he spotted an elephant shrew

– the tracker, who was shining the torch,

couldn’t understand anything anyone said to

him so that added to my and Alex’s giggles

in the back seat.  Loudly dressed Vasco then

decided to take us for sundowners, even

though the sun had been down for an hour.

When we tried to smuggle astonished laughs

he looked so surprised that we didn’t want to

sit sipping our gin and tonics staring into

black.  So, grumpily, he started the engine

and we jerked up the hill. 3 minutes later the

engine of the open cruiser stopped completely.

 And, yes, it’s true, it started raining.
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With Uggle, Alex, the tracker and Mr Fashion

Statement pushing from the front, I was trying

to steer across the front seat over a sleeping

Ben.  The last straw Vasco was when he got

stuck between the door and a thorn bush

which happened to be the height of his crotch

– with a howl and a whimper he ordered the

guys up front to stop pushing and I had to

try and lean further over Ben and slam the

foot brake on with my hand as the hand brake

didn’t work.  Poor Vasco seemed to recover

very quickly by clearing his throat a few

times and through some divine intervention

the vehicle also seemed to recover with a

splutter and a cough.  He sped us through the

mud and darkness back to base camp and

threw us out of the Land Cruiser very

unamused…I think especially as the tracker

thought it was the funniest thing he had ever

seen. In spite of my constant “Are you sure

you’re OK?” attempts, he was not to be

cheered..

Although the drive had been terrible in terms

of game, there was a moment that I will never

forget as long as I live.  We stopped next to

the marsh, switched the engine off and sat

listening to the frogs and crickets in the dark.

 It was deafening and electrifying – I have

never felt so overpowered by nature before.

I made a Thai chicken curry in the wok –

Alex and I stayed awake until midnight while

Uggle fell asleep in his chair and Ben on a

bed in the hut.  12pm we woke Uggle up with

our very bad singing especially after we had

been drinking Carlsberg (me being the big

beer drinker I am).  Literally 5 minutes past

midnight, there was a cloud burst which

forced us inside and we fell asleep listening

to the rumbles, and crashing of yet another

intense African storm.
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Tanzania – I could be a tourist in Tanzania any day thanks!  It, too, is a beautiful country-

gorgeous looking people, very welcoming and great hairstyles!  It has a more energetic

feel than Malawi, which I felt the moment we crossed the border.  The towns bustle and

jive, the people have a wonderful flair for design.
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January 7th 2005

While we were in Ruaha National Park, we went

on a full day safari with a packed lunch. We didn’t

see ONE other vehicle or human being the entire

day - from sunrise to sunset.  To feel completely

surrounded by bush, drive for miles through at

least 3 to 4 different types of beautiful vegetation

and see elephant with their babies up close was a

very rare and special thing.  Later that night we

were woken by 2 male hippos fighting in the river

less than 10 metres from us – Uggle had a powerful

torch and we were lucky to witness a completely

natural act of male clash.  The noise was

unbelievable and the aggression they showed

towards each other was merciless.
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January 12th 2005

Ngorongoro crater. I could feel the resonance from

Alex’s soul as I watched him look onto the largest

intact caldera in the world.  Ben, on the other hand,

was disappointed at how small it was.  A few days

later, once we had driven in the bowl, he changed his

mind and agreed that it’s huge.  After a long dusty

drive along the crater rim, down into the Serengeti,

past many Maasai farmers with their herds of cattle

we arrived at Olduvai Gorge.  Famous for the Leakey’s

uncovering of a 1.75 million-year-old Australopithecus

jawbone, it had a auspicious feeling to it.  The sentiment

of belonging to something that is so old was strange

and I felt the sense of something bigger and beyond

our human understanding.  We drove on to to set up

camp in the Serengeti IN THE MIDDLE OF

NOWHERE!  Long drop (pit latrine style), water tanks

of undrinkable water, and a couple of thatched umbrellas

– that’s it.  We cooked up a rewarding meal and reflected

on the animals we’d seen that day…lion, hyena and the

end of the MIGRATION!  Which included Wildebeest,

zebra, gazelles… lots of vultures, maribus etc eating up

the remains of easy kills.  Alex and I sat up hoping to

enjoy a glass of wine after Ben and Uggle went to sleep

but it only lasted  15 minutes as I suddenly started feeling

very vulnerable.  An enormous thunderstorm followed

by grunting lion and laughing hyena were the events of

the night!  I felt Ben’s little hand reach out and squeeze

mine when we heard the animals.  I asked him in the

morning if he had found it exciting and he replied:” I

think that was a little bit too much excitement for me!”

 We found fresh and enormous lion and hyena spoor less

than 5 metres from the tent.
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There is so much more to tell…so much more to see.  I feel so blessed to

have experienced this trip in so many ways.  I have come back to South

Africa feeling much more linked into the continent I live on.  In spite of the

blood shed and hardships Africa has faced, it remains in tact in many ways.

 The people are its strength.  Travelling in these countries as a South Africa

woman made me feel truly proud of where I come from – I felt appreciated

for being African and had a great sense of our continent emerging out of

recent history with pride and purpose.

I believe this continent will make it and it will be the people’s vigor and

commitment that will eventually bring about true independence.

Pippa

Cape Town, South Africa
February 2005


